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Abstract

In this paper we investigate how speech recognition
techniques can be extended to image processing� We
describe a method for learning statistical models of im�
ages using a second�order hidden Markov mesh model�
First� an image can be segmented in a way that best
matches its statistical model by an approach related to
the dynamic programming used for segmenting Markov
chains� Second� given an image segmentation� a statis�
tical model ��D state transition matrix and observation
distributions within states� can be estimated� These
two steps are repeated until convergence to provide both
a segmentation and a statistical model of the image�
We also describe a semi�Markov modeling technique in
which the distributions of widths and heights of seg�
mented regions are modeled explicitly by gamma distri�
butions� in a way related to explicit duration modeling
in HMMs� Finally� we propose a statistical distance
measure between images based on the similarity of their
statistical models� for classi�cation and retrieval tasks�

�� Introduction

In this paper we address the problem of constructing
statistical models of images using Hidden Markov mod�
eling techniques developed in speech recognition� Con�
textual information in the image is encoded by a �D
array of transition probabilities� A labeling of the im�
age pixels is produced by a global optimization over the
whole image using a dynamic programming approach
which closely follows the Viterbi algorithm commonly
used to segment Markov chains� A segmental k means
technique is used to learn the parameters of the sta�
tistical model from the image� The primary objective
of this work is the computation of a distance measure
between images that is less sensitive to camera pan

than techniques based on image feature vectors� yet
able to encode image characteristics more speci�cally
than current popular techniques� The most important
application of such a distance measure is for indexing
and retrieval in image and video databases�

�� Related work

Markov mesh random �eld models were introduced
by Abend� Harley and Kanal ��� in the sixties� They
form a causal �or unilateral	 subclass of the Markov
random �eld �MRF	 pioneered by Besag �
� in the sev�
enties� Some of the problems addressed in the study of
MRFs are the labeling of the pixels and the computing
of joint likelihoods of the labels ���� In the case of non
causal Markov �elds� iterative solutions are available�
based on the Gibbs distribution� but the computational
cost is generally high ���� In this paper we focus on the
simplest Markov mesh model� a second�order model�
i�e� a model in which the label likelyhoods depend on
the labels of only two past pixel neighbors when the
pixels are observed by a raster scan� This model has
been studied extensively by Devijver ��� who focused
mainly on �real time� labeling� in the sense that only
the pixels seen prior to the current pixel while scanning
the image are used�

A rather di�erent tack for applying Hidden Markov
models to images can be found in the literature� the
so�called �pseudo 
�D� HMM approach �����Rows of
the image are segmented by a left�right version of ��
D HMM� Then patterns of the segmented rows can be
grouped into vertical segments containing similar rows
by applying an HMM in which the states �called su�
perstates	 correspond to di�erent families of segmen�
tation patterns within rows� This technique is being
applied in many domains� for example in optical char�
acter recognition ���� and face identi�cation ����� The



method proposed in this paper produces a more de�
scriptive model of image statistics� in the sense that

�D local mesh context is described� Therefore its do�
main of application potentially overlaps that of pseudo

�D HMMs�

�� Modeling components

We consider a rectangular U � V image� To each
pixel �u� v	 are associated two quantities� an observ�
able vector ou�v and a hidden state qu�v which can take
the discrete values f�� 
� � � � � Ng� A typical observation
vector ou�v for a pixel could be the list of DCT coef�
�cients for the �pixel� �block	 of a JPEG image� the
result of a local �lter applied over the pixel�s neighbor�
hood� or the set of color components for a color image
pixel� the focus of this paper� The hidden state can be
viewed as a label for the pixel� The total number of
states N for the model is speci�ed� Which state best
describes the data for each pixel is determined by the
modeling process� The labeling of each pixel by a state
provides a quantization of the observation vectors� and
a segmentation of the image into regions with similar
pixels� The relationship between observation vectors
and states is part of the model and is expressed statis�
tically� The modeling process will compute the proba�
bility distributions P �ou�vjqu�v	�

We also de�ne�
Ru�v the rectangle of image pixels de�ned by diagonal
corner pixels ��� �	 and �u� v	�
xu�v the vector of combined state qu�v and observation
ou�v at pixel �u� v	� xu�v � �qu�v�ou�v	�
Qu�v and Ou�v the con�gurations of states and obser�
vations on rectangles Ru�v

Xu�v the rectangular con�guration of joint states and
observations on rectangles Ru�v�

We simplify pixel indices when only relative pixel
positions are important� by omitting indices of the ob�
served pixel� and using index e for its east pixel� index
n for its north pixel� and index ne for its north�east
pixel�

Conditional probabilities for states at neighbor pix�
els are written P �qjqe� qn	� which is shorthand for the
full expression P �q � kjqe � i� qn � j	� where i� j and
k are the speci�c instances� or labels� taken by the pixel
states�

�� Markov mesh properties

We assume the con�guration of states in the image
to be driven by a homogeneous second�order Markov
random mesh model� The de�ning property is ���
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Figure 1. With a second�order causal Markov mesh

model applied to an image IU�V � the probability of

seeing a state i at �u� v� conditional to the state con�

�gurations for pixels in rectangles RU�v��� Ru���V �a�

is equal to that probability conditional to the states

of the east and north neighbors �b��

P �qu�vjQU�v�� �Qu���V 	 � P �qu�vjqu�v��� qu���v	 ��	

In other words� the probability of having a given
state at pixel �u� v	 conditional to the states in all the
pixels on the rows above row u and all the remaining
pixels to the left of column v is simply equal to the
probability of having that state at pixel �u� v	 condi�
tional to the state of the pixel above �u� v	 and to the
state of the pixel to the left of �u� v	� This de�ning
property is illustrated in Fig� �� Kanal and coworkers
showed ��� that assuming this property� the probabil�
ity of seeing the con�guration of states Qu�v over the
rectangle Ru�v is equal to the product of the proba�
bilities of each pixel in the rectangle� each probability
being conditional to the states of the east and north
neighbor pixels�

P �Qu�v	 �
uY

u���

vY

v���

P �qu��v� jqu��v���� qu����v�	 �
	

with the boundary conditions de�ned above� This fac�
torization is what makes this Markov model attractive�
It is similar in form to the factorization of the joint
probability in a �D Markov chain using �rst order de�
pendencies between states�

�� Recursive expression for joint state

probabilities

Our goal here is to implement for a Markov mesh a
dynamic programming approach similar to the Viterbi
algorithm used for Markov chains� in order to compute
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Figure 2. The joint probability for the con�gura�

tion of pixel states over a rectangle R with a corner

at pixel �u� v� can be expressed simply in relation to

the probabilities for the con�gurations over rectan�

gles Re� Rn and Rne with respective corners east�

north and north�east of pixel �u� v�� and to the con�

ditional probability P �qjqe� qn� of seeing a state q at

pixel �u� v��

the most probable con�gurations of pixel states over a
whole image� To do this� we need a recursive expression
for the joint probability of pixel states and observations
over a rectangle�

The joint probability for the con�guration of states
Q over a rectangle R de�ned by diagonal pixels ��� �	
and �u� v	 can be expressed in relation to the proba�
bilities for the con�gurations Qe� Qn and Qne� and to
the conditional probability of seeing the state q at pixel
�u� v	� The expression is�

P �Q	 �
P �Qe	P �Qn	

P �Qne	
P �qjqe� qn	 ��	

Proof� The two probabilities in the numerator of the
right hand side correspond to two rectangles Re and Rn

that overlap �Fig� 
	� The probability of the denomi�
nator is for a rectangle Rne that is exactly equal to the
rectangle of overlap� therefore the factors duplicated
in the numerator are eliminated by simpli�cation with
the factors of the denominator� This accounts for all
the probabilities over rectangle R� except for the prob�
ability corresponding to pixel �u� v	� Once this factor
is included as shown in Eq� � we have all the factors
required to yield P �Q	�

With the same simplifying assumptions made in hid�
den Markov models for Markov chains� the observation

o at pixel �u� v	 is assumed independent of all the states
other that state q at that pixel� and independent of all
the other observations at other pixels� Therefore a sec�
ond factorization follows�

P �Ou�vjQu�v	 �
uY

u���

vY

v���

P �ou��v�jqu��v�	 ��	

Consider now the event X de�ned by the joint oc�
currence of speci�c states q and observations o at pixels
of the rectangle R� By combining the factorizations of
Eqns 
 and �� it is straightforward ��� to express X
as the product of individual P �x	 at each pixel of the
rectangle�

P �Xu�v	 �
uY

u���

vY

v���

P �xu��v� jqu����v�� qu��v���	 �	

Therefore� we can write the same type of decompo�
sition for P �X	 as we wrote in Eq� � for P �Qu�v	�

P �X	 �
P �Xe	P �Xn	

P �Xne	
P �xjqe� qn	 ��	

�� Dynamic Programming Algorithm

In this section we follow closely �for a second�order
Markov model and a Markov mesh	 the presentation
made by Rabiner for the Viterbi algorithm applied to
a �rst�order model of a Markov chain ��
�� We are look�
ing for the single best state con�guration QU�V over the
whole image lattice for the given observation map �im�
age	 Ou�v� i�e� the state con�guration that maximizes
the probability P �Qu�vjOu�v	� or equivalently maxi�
mizes the probability P �Ou�v� Qu�v	� which we called
P �Xu�v	� This is a global optimization problem� which
we approach as a dynamic programming problem� us�
ing the decomposition of Eq� �� We de�ne the quantity

�u�v�qu�v	 � max
Qu�v�qu�v

P �Xu�v	 ��	

where the notation Qu�v � qu�v represents the con�g�
uration of states for all pixels of the rectangle Ru�v�
except pixel �u� v	� Therefore� when maximized over
Qu�v � qu�v� the expression remains a function of qu�v�

Once we are able to compute such an expression for
any �u� v	� then the maximum joint probability for the
whole image con�guration QU�V is simply�

max
QU�V

�P �QU�V �OU�V 	 � max
qU�V

�U�V �qU�V 	 ��	

We apply the recursion expression of Eq� � in the
de�nition � of ��q	 and obtain a recursive equation for
��q	 by the following steps�

�



��q	 � max
Q�q

�
P �Xe	P �Xn	

P �Xne	
P �Xjqe� qn	�

�
maxfqe�qng��e�qe	�n�qn	P �xjqe� qn	�

�ne�q�ne	

��q	 � max
qe�qn

��e�qe	�n�qn	P �qjqe� qn	�
P �ojq	

�ne�q�ne	
��	

where � � q � N and q�ne is the state that corresponds
to the best score for �ne�k	� We made use of properties
such as

max
Q�fqg

P �Xe	 � max
qe

� max
Qe�fqeg

P �Xe	� � max
qe

�e�qe	

This expression is an approximation� in the sense that
we have assumed that the maximum of the expression
is obtained when the common part P �Xne	 between
P �Xe	 and P �Xn	 is maximum� This common part
also appears at the denominator� and its maximum is
�ne�q�ne	� The approximation assumes that the opti�
mization of � at the present pixel should not involve
the diagonal north�east pixel� which is in line with
the second�order Markov mesh simpli�cation assuming
that the states at these pixels are independent�

We don�t know the index q�ne yet at the time we do
the calculation� However the arguments qe and qn that
maximize Eq� � for each q are independent of the value
of �ne�q�ne	� Therefore� we use the north�east state that
maximizes �ne at the �rst iteration� and q�ne from the
map of best states when it becomes available at the
next interations� Other equivalent methods are de�
scribed in ����

To retrieve the best state map when the bottom
right corner is reached� we need to keep track of the
states qe and qn that maximized Eq� �� We store these
values in 
D arrays �Hu�v�qu�v	 and �Vu�v�qu�v	 respec�
tively� where the letters H and V are a reminder that
these arrays are used to backtrack along horizontal and
vertical traces of the paths� Because there are multiple
ways of backtracking from the bottom right corner of
the image to any pixels� we select for each pixel the
state that can be accessed by the largest numbers of
backtracking paths� Details are provided in ����

Experiments ��� con�rm that the state con�gura�
tions obtained by this method have a probability close
to the maximum obtained by an exhaustive search
�which is achievable only for very small images	� and
are much better than those obtained by �real�time�
methods described in ���

�� Modeling of observation probabilities

The observation probabilities provide a model of the
variability of the observations at the pixels that have
been labeled by the same states� For example� state
labeling tends to segment color images into regions of
similar color� and the modeling of the color components
describes the variations of colors within each type of re�
gion� If the components of the observation vector are
selected to be approximately independent� the distribu�
tion of each component can be independently modeled
with a histogram �non�parametric discrete modeling
of observations	� with a normal distribution� or with
a mixture of Gaussians �continuous observation den�
sities	� We have used normal distributions to model
each of the �R�G�B	 color components� and taken the
observation probability of a pixel as the product of the
probabilities of observations of the color components�

�� Training

The problem of learning the model of a given im�
age is solved by putting the Viterbi algorithm and the
probability estimations in an iteration loop� The itera�
tion starts with random transition probabilities in the
state transition matrix� while the Gaussians of the ob�
servation component probabilities are initially selected
to overlap and cover the range of possible observations�
The Viterbi algorithm provides a state segmentation�
Then the quantities P �qjqe� qn	 and P �ojq	 are com�
puted by scanning the image� and ��	 tallying and nor�
malizing the di�erent types of state transitions between
pixels to obtain the state transition matrix� and �
	 av�
eraging the values of observation components and their
squares for all pixels with the same state labels to esti�
mate the mean and variance of observation components
for pixels of identical states� As Viterbi segmentations
and probability estimations are repeated alternately�
the joint probability of the con�guration of observa�
tions and states increases and the system consistently
converges to a stable solution� Typically� little qualita�
tive improvement can be observed after �� iterations�
The results are a statistical model of the image� a seg�
mentation of the image� and an evaluation of the prob�
ability of observing the image given the model� This
technique is called a segmental k�means procedure ��
��
It is popular in speech recognition as a much faster
model training alternative to the Baum�Welch proce�
dure� with comparable quality of results�

�



�a	 �b	

Figure 3. Original �� bit �� � �� Lenna picture �a��

and 	
�color picture segmented by proposed Viterbi

and segmental k�means approach using 	
 states �b��

	� Color segmentation

Once a labeling is obtained� we can display the seg�
mented image with the most likely color for each la�
beled pixel� For each state label� the most likely color
is the color whose components are the most likely� be�
cause we have assumed that the components are inde�
pendent� The distribution of each component within
each state is modeled by a normal distribution� The
most likely color component in each state is the mean
of its normal distribution in this state� Fig� � shows
a 
� bit �� � Lenna image �a	� and a segmentation
obtained using �� states �b	� Note that the number of
states is the only speci�ed parameter of this segmenta�
tion�

�
� Distances between Images

In videos� successive frames of the same scene are
typically views of the same objects whose images are
shifted in the frames due to the camera�s panning ac�
tion� and we would like to assess that despite very
di�erent local frame pixel values after large camera
pans� such frames are still similar� Statistical models
of images characterize images� and allow computations
of distances� yet are relatively insensitive to transla�
tion� Since histograms contain no information about
the context of neighbor pixels� researchers have turned
to more complex statistical descriptions� such as cor�
relograms ���� with improved resulting image retrieval
performance� However they still resort to euclidian dis�
tances for evaluating image similarities� It seems more
natural to compare images using statistical distance
measures between their statistical models�

A distance measure can be computed as follows�
We construct a probabilistic model �� of one image
I�� and to �nd the distance to a new image I� we

5.9

2.01.2

Figure 4. Distance measures between HMM models

for � images and a composite image�

ask� what is the probability that the pattern of pix�
els on the new image I� could have been produced by
the probabilistic model �� of the �rst image� Such
a probability is generally quite small and of the form
P �I�j�� � ���D� with D larger for more di�erent
images� Therefore D� which is the negative log of
the probability� � logP �I�j��	� is an intuitive distance
measure� To factor out the dependency of the total
probability of the observation sequence on the number
of observation� we normalize this measure by dividing
by the number of pixels� In addition� this measure ap�
plied between an image and itself is not zero with this
de�nition� so in most applications a measure shifted
by the image distance to itself is preferable� Hence we
obtain

D�I�� I�	 �
�

N�

logP �I�j��	 �
�

N�

logP �I�j��	 ���	

This distance measure requires the calculation of the
model �� of the �rst image only� but it is not symmetri�
cal� When time to compute a model for the second im�
age is available� one will prefer to compute a symmet�
rical distance measure Ds as the half sum of D�I�� I�	
and D�I�� I�	�

An example of distance calculation is shown in
Fig� �� We used the Lenna and Mandrill images to
generate a composite third image in which a piece of
the Lenna image image is replaced by a piece of the
Mandrill image� We obtain an �image triangle� and
compute distances between the images using the sym�
metric distance measure�

The parts of the composite image that contain parts
of Lenna�s image are well predicted by Lenna�s model�
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Figure 5. Distances between Lenna picture and in�
creasingly scrambled images obtained by swappings
of square regions �top images are examples of � and
	
 swappings�� Abscissas show number of swapping�
and ordinates show distances to original image� Dis�
tances are averages over 	
 trials� and error bars are
� standard deviations� normalsize

so they contribute to producing a larger joint proba�
bility and a smaller distance between Lenna and the
composite image� We �nd a distance of ��
� Simi�
larly� the distance between the Mandrill image and the
composite image is small� 
��� On the other hand the
Lenna and Mandrill image don�t have much in com�
mon� and we �nd a distance of ��� Note that the
triangle inequality is not satis�ed in this type of ex�
ample� therefore this distance measure is not a metric�
Several studies have shown that human judgement of
image similarity also violates metric axioms� We are
developing an image retrieval system by applying tech�
niques proposed for non�metric distances by Jacobs�
Weinshall and Gdalyahu ����

Another veri�cation of the merit of this method can
be obtained by taking an image� and scrambling it by
swapping two pieces of the image� Example of images
after  and �� scramblings are shown in Fig� � As
scrambling increases� the distance from the original im�
age to the scrambled image increases as the image gets
more scrambled� as shown in the plot of Fig� � This is
an intuitive result� which would be di�cult to obtain
with distance measures which rely on feature match�
ings�

��� Semi�Markov Model with Explicit
State Dimension Probabilities

In speech recognition� the probability of staying in
the same state obtained by standard Markov modeling
often lacks �exibility� Explicitly modeling �state dura�
tions� in analytic form was shown to improve perfor�
mance ��
�� The model then does not follow a Markov
model as long as the model stays in the same state� and
is called a semi�Markov model�

For a Markov mesh modeling applied to images� lim�
itations of the standard model can also be observed�
The probability of staying in the same state k can be
shown ��� to decrease monotonically with increasing re�
gion size� either horizontally or vertically� Therefore
small blobs are modeled as being more probable than
larger blobs� Instead� for a model that is trained on
an image with redish regions that are mostly �� pixel
wide and 
� pixel high� we would like the model of
probability distribution of �state dimensions� to have
a maximum at around �� pixels for the horizontal di�
mension of contiguous red pixels� and around 
� pixels
for the vertical dimension�

For modeling durations� the Gamma distribution
was found to produce a good �t to observed duration
histograms ���� It assigns zero probabilities to negative
values of the variable� which is very desirable for mod�
eling durations or dimensions� This distribution is of

�



the form

p�x	 �
�p

��p	
e��xxp�� ���	

The two free parameters of the distribution are �
and p� For this application� they are positive� The
parameter � controls the vertical scaling of the distri�
bution� while p controls whether there is a peak or not
and where the peak is located� For p � �� a mono�
tonically decreasing distribution is modeled� otherwise
a peak occurs at p��

�
� The curve shape is less skewed

and more Gaussian�like as the peak is located further
from the origin� The two parameters of the Gamma
distribution can be simply estimated from the mean x
and variance x� of the data x by

� �
x

x�
� p �

x�

x�

The cumulative probability corresponding to the
Gamma distribution is called an incomplete Gamma
function� Its complement to �� Pk�d	� represents� for
a state k� the probability that the region dimension D
will be more than a given dimension d� If we were in
a state qu�v�� � k at the previous pixel of the same
row and have been in this state for a distance of d� �
pixels� the probability of still being in the state k at
pixel �u� v	 is the probability that the region�s horizon�
tal dimension D will be larger than d� given the fact
that it is already larger than d� �� Therefore

Pstay�k� d	 �
Pk�d	

Pk�d� �	
��
	

The only other possibility is that we leave state k
when we go to the next pixel� therefore the expression
for the probability of leaving state k is the complement
to � of the previous probability�

We can apply this technique to model region shapes
in many ways� In our current implementation� we
model both the horizontal distance �in pixels	 from
the top left pixel of a state region to its right edges�
and the vertical distance from the top left pixel to its
bottom edges� To train this model within the segmen�
tal k�means framework described above� as we scan an
image that has been segmented into state regions by
the dynamic programming algorithm described above�
we compute horizontal and vertical distances for each
pixel using distance information passed from neighbors
and use them to build up the sums used to obtain dis�
tance mean and variance in regions� From such means
and variances� we can compute gamma distributions
for these quantities� and compute the probability of
staying in a state or leaving it as described above�

After we have obtained by segmental k�means train�
ing the transition matrix aijk that tabulates the proba�
bility of having the current pixel �u� v	 of being in state
k when the east pixel �u� v � �	 is in state j and the
north pixel �u � �� v	 is in state j� we compute a new
transition matrix a�ijk that accounts for the modeling
of dimensions of state regions� If k is equal to i or j
�or both if i and j are equal	 then the current pixel is
still in the same state and we ignore the inadequate ex�
ponential distribution that the transition matrix would
provide for the probability or staying in the same state�
replacing it by a combination of probabilities of seeing
the observed region dimensions in the horizontal and
vertical directions� If however the state k of the current
pixel is di�erent from both i and j� then the informa�
tion provided by the transition matrix is adequate� but
must be combined with the probabilities of leaving the
regions of the neighbor pixels in a consistent way so
that the probabilities in the third dimension of the re�
sulting matrix aijk add up to � �since for given east and
north pixel states� the current pixel must be in one of
the state k � �� � � � � N �	 The full expressions for com�
puting transition matrix terms that account for state
dimension modeling are provided in ����

��� Comparison of Field Realizations

The improvement of imagemodeling provided by the
explicit modeling of region dimensions can be veri�ed
by comparing realizations of Markov �elds obtained
by the plain Markov model and by the semi Markov
model� We obtain these realizations by generating ran�
dom colors from top left to bottom right along a raster
scan� States are produced to follow the transition prob�
abilities a�ijk of the model trained on images� with de�
cisions to leave regions produced by Gamma deviates�
States are mapped to colors whose components are the
means of the normal distributions that model the ob�
servations� In Fig� �� we show realizations for mod�
els trained with three images� an image with ellipses
of di�erent colors and aspect ratios� the Lenna image�
and the Mandrill image �left column	� The �elds of
the middle column are obtained with the plain Markov
model� and the �elds of the right column are obtained
with the semi�Markov model approach� Note that the
region sizes� aspect ratios and contiguities are much
closer to those of the regions of the original images with
the semi�Markov model� A drawback of causal model�
ing in general is that context can be only veri�ed from
previously generated pixels in the raster scan� so there
are strong diagonal directional e�ects for large regions�
For a comparison of realizations of MRF models and
causal Markov mesh models for mostly binary images�

�



�a	 �b	

�c	 �d	

�e	 �f	

Figure 6. Synthetic images obtained from Markov

mesh models trained on images of the top row� Mid�

dle row� Standard HMM� Bottom row� HMM with

state dimension modeling�

refer to ����

��� Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is the descrip�
tion of a training method for acquiring statistical mod�
els of images using a hidden second order Markov mesh
model� This model encodes the contiguities of image
regions of similar properties� and the distributions of
the pixel attributes within each region� Distances be�
tween images can be computed as distances between
statistical models of these images� We showed using
composite images that these distances are very sen�
sitive to common image content without the need for
feature matching� Computation time for the Viterbi al�
gorithm is proportional to �U�V ��N�	� where U and
V are the height and width of the image�N is the spec�
i�ed number of states� Applications being investigated
are classi�cation in image data bases� image restoration
in MPEG video streams� robust cut and transition de�
tection in videos� and change detection in streams from
static cameras� Our research on object recognition ap�
plies techniques that mimic keyword spotting in speech
recognition� and preliminary results seem particularly
promising�
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